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5 Seconds Of Summer - Moving Along
Tom: D

   Em                 A
Is it bad that I'm hoping that you're broken?
D                   A
Is it bad that i'm wishing you were broken?
Em                     A
That you haven't found fish in the ocean
D          G
Is it bad? it's so bad
Em                   A
Is it weird that i'm drinking on my sofa?
D                    A
Is it weird that i'm thinking on my sofa?
Em                 A
All alone, damn, I wish I didn't know ya
D            G
Is it weird? it's so weird

Em                           A
I know i'm still the one who ends it, ay
D                         G
And i'm still the one who cuts a nervre
Em                      A
Send me a couple drinks till I'm there
D                           G
You know i'm still the one

                        Em        A
Been thinking about you lots, lately
                     D               G
Have you been eating breakfast alone like me
                   Em        A
Thinking about you lots, lately
       D          G
Are you moving along?

                        Em        A
Been thinking about you lots, lately
                      D               G
Have you been filling empty beds just like me
                             Em        A
I've been thinking about you lots, lately
       D          G
Are you moving along?

Em               A
Is it wrong if I ask to see your number?
D                A
Is it wrong if i tell you that I love ya?
Em                  A
Even though I never do it when i'm sober
D               G

Is it wrong?

Em                           A
I know i'm still the one who ends it, ay
D                         G
And i'm still the one who cuts a nervre
Em                      A
Send me a couple drinks till I'm there
D                           G
You know i'm still the one

              Em        A
Been thinking about you lots, lately
                     D               G
Have you been eating breakfast alone like me
                   Em        A
Thinking about you lots, lately
       D          G
Are you moving along?

                        Em        A
Been thinking about you lots, lately
                      D               G
Have you been filling empty beds just like me
                             Em        A
I've been thinking about you lots, lately
       D          G
Are you moving along?

G                 A          D
Instead of moving on, we'll try again
G                   A                  Bm
So if you're moving on, won't you just tell me
G                A         D
Scared of moving on, cause you'��re already gone
G                   A                  Bm
So if you're moving on, won't you just tell me

                        Em        A
Been thinking about you lots, lately
                     D               G
Have you been eating breakfast alone like me
                   Em        A
Thinking about you lots, lately
       D          G
Are you moving along?

                        Em        A
Been thinking about you lots, lately
                      D               G
Have you been filling empty beds just like me
                             Em        A
I've been thinking about you lots, lately
       D          G
Are you moving along?
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